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Questions
You will need to use the Reverse Engineering Toolkit virtual machine in order to answer 
these questions. Ensure that you have installed1 a copy of the Easy RM to MP3 Conver-
sion Utility.

1. According to reports2 from milw0rm.com, Easy RM to MP3 suffers from a vulnerability. 
Apparently, if a specially crafted file is loaded into the application, then a classic stack-
based buffer overflow can occur.

a. By reviewing the above reports, how big does the specially crafted file have to be in 
order to trigger a buffer overflow?

Use ImmunityDebugger to launch and control Easy RM to MP3 and then verify the 
above vulnerability - the following code can be used to craft custom music files:

python -c “print ‘A’*<file size>” >fake.m3u

b. By examining the stack, can you see evidence of how the buffer overflow has oc-
curred? 

c. What registers do you control when this vulnerability is triggered?

d. Can you find evidence that the ESP register points onto the stack?

2. Repeat question 1, but this time use the command3:

!pvefindaddr pattern_create <file size>

to generate a boron tagged string - a copy of this string is kept in a file named 
pattern.txt. Using the generated string, craft a custom music file and load it into Easy 
RM to MP3. Ensure that you make a note of all register contents that you control when 
your application crashes. You may determine the precise length of the string input 
needed to overwrite your controlled registers by using the command:

!pvefindaddr pattern_offset <register value>

Remember that if your input file is large enough, there may be multiple occurrences of 
the register value in memory. To determine the possible string offsets in this case, load 
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1 Note: a copy of this application shall be distributed in the laboratory sessions.

2 Note: you will need to look at report number 9177!

3 Note: we assume that you have also set the MSF environment variable to be:
C:\Program Files\Metasploit\Framework3\msf3

http://milw0rm.com/
http://milw0rm.com/


your music file into a hex editor and use a string search to locate all relevant file off-
sets.

3. Some (eg. bad) characters can not be used within our shellcode. We need to deter-
mine what these characters are. At an offset of 10 bytes after the offset for the EIP reg-
ister value in your music file, add in your potential bad characters (eg. 0x00, 0x20, 
0x0A, etc.) and see if your music file is loaded onto the stack as you expect it to be 
(you may find it useful to use a hex editor here!).

4. Shell code can be generated using the following metasploit commands (these com-
mands should all be on the same line!):

ruby “%MSF%\msfpayload” CMD=calc.exe R 

| ruby “%MSF%\msfencode” -b “\\x00” -t raw -o shellcode.exe

Given that the ESP register points onto the stack,  we shall place the shellcode we 
generated above at the address pointed to by the ESP register.

We can locate addresses for JMP ESP instructions using the following command:

!pvefindaddr j esp kernel32.dll

Using the above data and a hex editor, craft a suitable payload that demonstrates how 
to exploit Easy RM to MP3.

5. By analyzing the stack for Easy RM to MP3, can you determine the function that re-
turns to the EIP address on our overflowed stack frame? In doing this, can you identify 
the function containing the buffer overflow flaw?

6. Take the shellcode that you have generated in question 4 and build4 an exploit using 
return-oriented programming.
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4 Hint: think about using PyDBG to automate your repetitive instruction searching tasks!


